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INNOVATIA 2020 

 

Innovatia is an annual student event conducted by the PG Department of MA Human Resource 
Management at Madras School of Social Work. This year INNOVATIA 2020 took place on 25th 
of February 2020. Various colleges across the city from different disciplines enlightened the 
event with their participation. INNOVATIA 2020 had over 125 participants, participating in 6 
events.  

 

The events in INNOVATIA 2020 are: 

 

  1. Design and Disrupt - A case study challenge  

  2. Game of Stocks - Stock market 

  3. Scrumptious Ads - Video making challenge 

  4. New Gen Millennial Manager - Best Manger 

  5. Alphabet - Team building Event 

  6. Inquizitive - Business Quiz  

 

1. Design and Disrupt - A case study challenge  
The teams were given challenging topics and were asked to do an innovative presentation 
based on the topis. The case studies were based on HR issues. The most challenging 
aspect was to manage the time ,design the case and discuss the issues with the panelists. 
 
 

2. Game of Stocks - Stock market 
This event was conducted to test the knowledge on finance and money handling. 
Participants were given three sessions , namely, 

• Buying rounds 
• Selling rounds 
• Trading round 

            Before each round news would be displayed followed by the prices of companies’ shares. 
The team that won the highest profit or least loss won the game. 
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  3. Scrumptious Ads - Video making challenge 

There were six teams participating in the event. This event is a platform where students with 
high video making skill could exhibit their talent and be exposed to a good opportunity. 
Participants were asked to make videos for the next year’s INNOVATIA, as a promotion video 
for MA-HRM. The teams came up with innovative and catchy videos that were all different and 
unique in its own way. The best video was chosen by voting after being screened to the audience 
in the auditorium. 

 

4.New Gen Millennial Manager - Best Manger:     

 Millennial manager is a test to all managerial students who aimed to solve critical HR based 
issues which were challenging. The cases that participants handles were cross questioned by the 
Judges on all legal, managerial, aspects and the participants were tested for professionalism, 
communication, problem solving, adherence to the company norms, legal formalities. Successful 
managers are the ones who adhere to all these criteria during crisis and emerge being efficient 
and as asset to the company. This event is one such platform to mold the participants. 

 

                         
5.Alphabet - Team building Event: 

 It’s a team building activity where the participants were asked on tap on alphabets to form HR 
related words . The game required congruent thinking and time management skills. It also helps 
participants to think together and act on spot . 

 

6.Inquizitive - Business Quiz: This event was conducted in two stages. Both stages included 
quiz topics from businesses,  from the past, current trends of businesses and strategies followed 
by the companies. The broad spectrum of questions tapped the knowledge bank in participants. 

 

 

CONCLUSION: 

These six events focused on six different yet crucial HR and Business competencies. Both Under 
Graduate and Post Graduate students from various Business schools and Arts & Science colleges 
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came together and experienced the events. However, the Overall Trophy was Won by Ethiraj 
College for Women. 
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